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The following exercises contain 
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Fixing Sentences questions
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1. Despite the protestor’s repeated requests for political 
change, the government has shown little willingness to 
either engage with their demands or accommodating their 
desire for reform. 

(A) or accommodating their desire for reform
(B) or to accommodate their desire for reform
(C) or it accommodates their desire for reform
(D) nor  is their desire for reform accommodated
(E) and their desire for reform not being accommodated 



Answer to #1: B
Word Pair/Parallel Structure



2. Works of fiction present the world in new and 
unexpected ways, have the potential to reveal truths that 
forms of writing based on reality cannot. 

(A) Works of fiction present
(B) Works of fiction and presenting
(C) Works of fiction, which present
(D) Works of fiction, they present
(E) Works of fiction have presented



Answer to #2: C
Non-Essential Clause 



3. Accustomed to consume fish for lunch or dinner, many 
 A    B

American travelers to Japan are surprised to discover that  
       C      

seafood is served for breakfast. No error 
     E



Answer to #3: A
Gerund vs. Infinitive 



4. Dr. James Kovach, who once played professional 
football, now studies the relationship between athletes’ 
genetics as well as their being susceptible to particular 
forms of injury. 

(A) as well as their being susceptible to particular forms of 
injury
(B) with them also having susceptibility to particular forms 
of injury 
(C) and they are susceptible to particular forms of injury 
also  
(D) and their being susceptible to particular forms of injury 
(E) and their susceptibility to particular forms of injury 



Answer to #4: E
Word Pair/Parallel Structure



5. To participate in the company's sweepstakes, 
A

customers must make a purchase, fill out a postcard, and 

then they mail it to an address provided on their receipt. 
     B        C D

No error 
      E     



Answer to #5: B
Parallel Structure



6. While the movie has earned considerable praise for its 
       A B C
visual effects, but it has also been repeatedly criticized for 

  D
its weak plotline. No error 

       E



Answer to #6: A
Double Conjunction



7. Kurt Schwitters produced his sculptural masterpiece, 
Merzbau  , during the 1930s,   he had already created a 
number of groundbreaking collages. 

(A) Kurt Schwitters produced his sculptural masterpiece, 
       Merzbau, during the 1930s,
(B) Kurt Schwitters’ production of his sculptural 
       masterpiece, Merzbau, during the 1930s,
(C) Before Kurt Schwitters produced his sculptural 
       masterpiece, Merzbau, during the 1930s,
(D) In the 1930s, Kurt Schwitters produced his sculptural 
       masterpiece, Merzbau, 
(E) The production of Kurt Schwitters’ masterpiece, 
       Merzbau, during the 1930s, 

      



Answer to #7: C
Comma Splice 



8. Cluttered with old books and furniture, the rooms of the 
       A

attic have always provided an ideal hiding place for my 
 B    C

brother and I. No error 
   D      E

         



Answer to #8: D
Pronoun Case 



9. Championship surfer Cori Schumacher uses her success 
     A

in the water as a means of promoting social change both in 
        B      C

her sport and beyond. No error 
   D           E



Answer to #9: E
No Error 



10. Because they were considered the most regal of  
   A B

beasts, the lion was adopted as the symbol of the 
  C      D

Venice Republic during the ninth century. No error 
     E



Answer to #10: A
Antecedent-Pronoun

 


